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Substituting weakened Christianity by Islam
What’s going on in Germany –
Refugees, Fake Refugees and Rapefugees
Before reporting from Germany we have to consider the background and the preconditions that
made possible the crimes and atrocities committed in Cologne in the face of a well equipped, well
armed and completely passive and silent police.
As long as Saddam Hussein was president of Iraq 10% of the Iraqi citizens were oriental
Christians or Yezidi or Gnostics, so called Mandaeans (manda = gnosis). Before the US-invasion
they lived in peace, religiously motivated violence was severely punished, law courts were
advised to consider only the case and not the confession of the disputing parties. Since the USinvasion, of these 10% of Iraqi citizens belonging to religious minorities, mainly Christians, half
of them have been killed or compelled to flee, mainly to religiously tolerant Syria. (Compare
these figures to the maximally 2 % of the German population consisting of Jews in Hitler’s times:
half of them were killed, half of them fled to many countries.) The bulk of the tiny minority of
true refugees entering EU-territory are those victims and targets of Islam, fleeing twice. But what
about the other 98%?
The headlines on the sexual crimes committed by fake refugees (would real ones behave like
this?!) in Cologne and several other German cities on New Year’s Eve went around the world.
But for 5 long-lasting days all media and government officials kept completely silent about the
incidents. The first “news” appeared not earlier than on 5th of January, after a wave of anger on so
called social media made it unavoidable to make mention of it (– funny, don’t you think, in an ohso multiplural and independent world of media?). And also then the reports tried their best to
cover up and play down the true dimensions: there was talk about mainly theft, robbery, yes: also
some sexual assaults… And still there was made a big mystery about the geographical origin of
the perpetrators.
Well: It doesn’t need too much of detective skills to make a diagnosis. First of all there was
doubtlessly a standstill order for the police on this evening. 200 armed (!) policemen cannot be
that “helpless” and “overextended” as it was said afterwards. Some shots at least across the bow
or the application of water cannons (as used one week later against protesters against the silence
of the media and the hiding of the police!) – and the hubbub would have been over. Secondly, the
whole issue was then quickly swept under the carpet, and especially in a big case like this such a
decision is not to be made by a local Police chief on his own but of highest authorities. And
thirdly: As it is very unlikely that criminal activities of such extent would just start on New Year’s
Eve as a sort of kick-off, there must have been a central coordinated instruction to keep still and
silent in similar cases for quite some time before. Only the dimension of the Cologne attacks
might have been new (– at least in Germany, I will give you an identical example from Sweden
later).
Despite internet providers deleted many of the eyewitness reports on facebook and other so-called
social media, the censored informations leaked mostly through PEGIDA-linked channels and so
reached a spread wide beyond the Cologne region. And now for those in power the most precious
good was in danger: the peoples belief that the press and TV spread news simply to sell them
for money. So, with a 5-days delay all of a sudden all of the media - worldwide - was full of
shocking news about the occurrences in Cologne and by the way several other German cities...
The same Lying Press that had for months or even years systematically concealed the
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geographical origin of the criminals and denied every connection between the flood of fake
refugees and the rising criminality since, then all of a sudden fell all over themselves in reports
and oops and whoops about their own lies and concealments.
And then, have YOU ever heard about it – me definitely not before I researched for material on
this topic – so again: after all these “miracles” and “how-could-this-happen” and pitiful police so
unable to cope with “crimes of a completely new dimension”, after all this hypocritical rubbish it
has since been told that the German Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA) does well know the
phenomenon of mass sexual harassment and gang-rape from the Tahrir Square demonstrations in
Egypt – what was it all about the “Arabic Spring democratisation”? –, and it even has a name in
Arabic language: “taharrush”. Large groups of men surround their victim in circles. The men in
the inner circle are the ones who physically abuse the woman, the next circle are the spectators,
while the mission of the third circle is to distract and divert attention to what's going on. First
documented in 2005, Egyptian security forces and their agents were blamed for using mass sexual
assault during political demonstrations in order to exclude women from the public and political
spheres. Since then the mob sexual assaults, including rape, have become a regular feature
particularly during protests in Tahrir Square and religious festivals. 500 cases were documented
between June 2012 and June 2014. Whether it is sponsored by the state, or covered by its
complicity: Impunity still prevails.
And this is the keyword leading us back to Germany: Now, 3 months after New Year, after more
than 1000 reports to the police only in Cologne (40 % of them about sexual offences) not one
single rapefugee has been punished. This means nothing less than that the state encourages the
masses of fake refugees – again: would true ones behave like this? – not only to commit robbery
and brawls but also violent sexual harassment. Nothing encourages more to commit crimes than
the immunity from punishment!
And we now also know, that Cologne was only the tip of the iceberg. After these atrocities had
become publicly known, a lot of similar cases were reported, better to say: couldn’t be suppressed
any longer by the Lying Press; as time is short I can only mention here a few:
In Sweden, similar attacks had taken place at the “We Are Sthlm” Music Festival in 2014 (!) and
2015. The assaults followed the same pattern: Large groups of young men who surrround girls
and molest them. According to internal police reports the groups were “so-called refugee youths
primarily from Afghanistan”. But nobody neither in- nor outside of Sweden ever heard about this
in any “news” before the pseudo outcry on the New Year’s Eve attacks in Germany.
Other cases:
- Gang rape of two girls aged 14 and 15 in Weil am Rhein by four “Syrian nationals”
- 17-year-old girl who was physically and sexually attacked in Sonderborg (Denmark) will
herself face charges for using pepper spray to fend off her assailant
- 10-year-old boy brutally raped by iraqi migrant at a swimming pool in Vienna after having
“too much sexual energy” (2nd Dec. 2015, perceptible reports first in Feb. 2016!)
One thing is striking about all these cases and their media coverage: the double standards applied
on them. For years now we have an islamoid sexual crime legislation implemented in the EU on
US-order, where consensual sexual intercourse between full-aged and minors is being prosecuted
as statutory rape, even the consensual intercourse between both full-aged partners can be
afterwards redefined as rape, if the “victim” makes up its mind the next day (Swedish law).
Remember Roman Polanski and Jörg Kachelmann (or the newest case of british soccer player
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Adam Johnson) and thousands of US-american minors being prosecuted even for kisses. Even
glances are being criminalised as sexual harassment. Well, but that doesn’t apply to muslims.
Here we shall have Fairständnis – even for real rape. Because this is integral part of their
“culture” – isn’t it?
And so, according to the ones in power we Europeans are now forced to adapt our own behaviour
and clothing to this “cullltur”:
- In June 2015, two German high schools (Passau, Brandenburg) banned “revealing” clothes
(miniskirts, shorts, transparent tops or blouses) to avoid “misunderstandings”, noting the
different “culture” of the Muslim asylum seekers. By the way: do you find out any
difference between what our press calls “culture” and the Nazi press called “völkisch”?
(German term for “specific for certain ethnics”)
- Cologne Imam on the New Year’s Eve attacks: “Girls were raped for being half naked
and wore perfume.” Warning women against “adding fuel to the fire”, the Imam of a
Salafist Cologne Mosque has said the victims of the New Year’s Eve attacks were
themselves responsible for their sex assault, by dressing inappropriately and wearing
perfume.
Everyone who does not want to adopt to this comeback of medieval atrocities is being denigrated
as “rightist” or even “far-rightist”. So let’s at least briefly talk about PEGIDA. What is „rightist“
or even „far-rightist“ about the demand: “No Islamisation of the West”? What’s “rightist” about
the slogans: “No War on Syria”, “Peace with Russia”? - in this case Hitler must have been very
“far leftist” by invading Poland and Russia.
Of course, we do not agree with PEGIDA in one point: Christianity is NOT the lesser of two evils.
The Christians seem softer than Muslims only because of their defeat in the French Revolution.
Europe’s stake-free culture is opposed to Islamic lapidation and body-mutilation “culture” only
because of that substantial quasi-military victory of the forces of humanity and civil rights over
religion, not because of differences between certain religions. Therefore our slogan:
No Christian State – No Islamic State
Warsaw must never become Cologne!
As the currency of Christianity after a long period of relentless mental and physical terror lost its
value thanks to the achievements of the French Revolution, its untamed colleagues from the Islam
fraction are now far more useful for the same purpose. Never forget that in Poland as well as in
Germany and Hungary Christianization was instrumental to convert formerly free Iron-Age
peasants into feudal serfs! The Muslims are being used as a breaching weapon to revalue religion
again in the more or less secular states of Western Europe, to lower the unwantedly high living
standard, which was a result of the workers movement, the relatively unburdened sexuality (also
an achievment of the workers movement). Because of its usefulness for this purpose, as was to be
observed in so many examples for about the last 30 years, Islam has been constantly pampered by
the press that declares that we have to be "reeespectful" towards its religious impertinences, be it
the religious headscarf as an expression of unequal treatment of the sexes, be it religious food
taboos on school meals, be it “honour crimes” encouraged by ridiculously lenient punishments, or
even the deliberate destruction of physical integrity, as done by genitally mutilating female and
male children, the latter having been officially legalized by the German government in 2012. All
these examples are acts of severe violations of basic human rights, but exactly for this reason are
extolled in the name of respect for religious feelings, i.e. lasting effects of early brainwashing and
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experienced violence, or in the name of respect for different "cullltures" or of "multiculllturalism".
Well, that’s what we’ve got now!
All this demonstrates: Religion matters. May be that Religion is not the ultimate source of all the
atrocities we can observe from stone age to the Islamist NATO-invaders of Libya and Syria, but
Religion undoubtedly reinforces all barbarisms and atrocities stemming from Paleolithic times.
Hadn’t the Jews been the millennial proof that you need not be a Christian and thus attracted the
hatred of Europe’s religious majority leaders, there had neither been Hitler’s famous selective
mass murders nor the mass crimes of Jedwabne and – after his defeat – the ones of Kielce and
similar polish towns. Maybe Religion is not the only source of evil but it undoubtedly is its most
potent source. In our days Islam is the worst of all Religions, first because it never suffered from
something like the French Revolution, resp. the anti-feudalist struggle of the town inhabitants.
Second, because exactly of this reason it is pampered and defended at least by all NATOgovernments. This is fact – interpret it as you like, but you can’t deny it. Denying it would at least
rival religious belief of the worst kind.
But one thing we shall not forget: Feminism was the first movement to re-implement segregation
of the sexes in western nations after religious currency had lost its value. Feminists and Islamists
are of the same flesh and kin. If you don’t fight the preliminary evil you must not complain about
the following. The atrocities we are now facing under the conditions of mass-immigration of
pampered Muslim fake refugees would be unthinkable without the groundwork of feminism
which always declared the sexes to be unequal. Well, Mohammed as well as Hitler or Adenauer
did say nothing different. Just look at the sources, for example Quran verse 4.34: “Men are in
charge of women, because Allah hath made the one of them to excel the other, and because they
spend of their property (for the support of women). So good women are the obedient, guarding in
secret that which Allah hath guarded. As for those from whom ye fear rebellion, admonish them
and banish them to beds apart, and beat them. Then if they obey you, seek not a way against
them.“
Or 4,43: „And if ye be ill, or on a journey, or one of you cometh from the closet, or ye have
touched women, and ye find not water, then go to high clean soil and rub your faces and your
hands (therewith).“
And as according to 4,5 women are foolish – sufaha – he promotes in 2,282: „O ye who believe!
When ye contract a debt (…) call to witness, from among your men, two witnesses. And if two men
be not (at hand) then a man and two women, of such as ye approve as witnesses, so that if the one
erreth (through forgetfulness) the other will remember.“
For all true humanists however one motto should be clear and uniting: it is the demand Dr. Kerstin
Steinbach1 promoted here in Warsaw two years ago in her speech against both feminism and
religion:
Equality instead of sexual segregation induced by popes, imams and feminists!

1

Her book “Look back at Feminism – from the beginning a lie against equality, logic and sexual pleasure”
is now available also in Polish, http://www.ahriman.com/pl/steinbach_retrospektywa_feminizmu.htm
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http://www.thelocal.dk/20160126/danish-teen-fought-off-her-attacker-with-pepper-spray-now-shell-face-fine

You see: it’s not a specifically German phenomenon. You need no Merkel to be raped by Muslim
fake refugees, but perhaps you will need an Obama who orders you to let them in.
In 2002, Patrick Buchanan, the propaganda chief under Reagan, wrote in „USA Today“:
“Just to maintain the current 4.8-to-1 ratio of working-age population (ages 15-64) to seniors (65
and above), Europe must import 1.4 billion people by 2050.
Where will they come from? North Africa, the Middle East and the ex-colonies of the old empires.
And the consequences for a continent that has never experienced mass immigration are at hand.
(...) Islam has begun to reconquer Europe.”
***
Polish citizens: as you are newcomers in the Western Block you are being handled with kid gloves
this time. But wait a maximum of 15 years, and you will be the next ones, and don’t forget to
remember my words!
Dr. Mirjam Stolz, Alliance against Conformity
at the “dni ateizmu” in Warsaw 2016

